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Progident/Clinique Version 9, Full Speed Ahead!
The popular saying “You can’t hold
back progress!” is particularly true
when it comes to technology. The way
that the Progident dental management
solution has developed is proof of this.

Notice the new graphical highlighting
(royal blue script) for the selected file.
This indicator can be customized (font
size and colour). Result: fast finds and
saved time.

In fact, more than 100 improvements
have been made to our products. Here
is an overview of the key additions to
the first draft of version 9.

Another new feature is that the patient
file can now be integrated with Google
Maps. Want to offer home-care service
or transportation to the
clinic? Click on the patient’s
address to immediately
view the location of their
residence in Google Maps.

A more effective file search function!
One fundamental improvement made
to the Progident application platform
now allows for better patient file
management: The interactive search
function with dynamic filtering automatically produces a filtered list of
patients who meet the multiple criteria
you have entered.
Two examples are hyphenated names,
which are increasingly popular, and
searches for specific patient files.

In our example above, you can simply
enter “Dubuc” and “Michel” in their
respective columns and there you have
it! You find exactly who you were looking for. Result: increased productivity.
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Appointment management is now
even more sophisticated
Several major improvements (recalls,
waiting list, etc.) were made to the
appointment book, including some that
are subtle in appearance, but extremely effective in your daily activities.
One of them is the new interface for
searching for available time slots,
which lets you make several appointments for the same patient in just one
step.
Notice that the basic
appointment-making
process also lets you
make “multi-resource”
appointments in just one
step.

If you have a smartphone,
you can now synchronize
with Google Calendar to
incorporate geographical
contact information in the
appointment slot.
Using your smartphone, you can now
automatically obtain a route from an
appointment in your appointment
book.
More extensive SMS communications
Want to communicate more efficiently
with your patients?
Progident’s new “Cloud”
service platform sends
instant batch communications and appointment
confirmations through
SMS. Patients confirm their appointments by telephone, and your appointment book is automatically updated.
As easy as 1, 2, 3!

Smooth management of alternative
treatment plans
Managing alternative treatment plans
is now smoother than ever. You can
develop several complementary treatment plans to a basic plan right in the
dental chart, print the proposed plans,
and identify the plan accepted by the
patient after informed consent has
been obtained.
Unselected plans
can be consulted
at any time. Note
that the “alternative plan” and “not selected plan” can
also be accessed without the presence
of the odontogram.
A greatly improved dental chart
The odontogram now includes a bank
of symbols that can be linked to any
component on the chart in the examination and diagnosis step. You select
the symbol and place it on the appropriate spot (tooth, gum, root, etc.)

Remember that the chart lets you analyze the patient file as it evolves, which
means that you can view your clinical
notes, treatment plans, and the performed treatments in chronological
order and in progression.
The dental chart also includes the
“PSR” screening test, whose measurements can be directly entered on the
main screen of
the odontogram.
Note that the
software keeps
the entire history
of periodontal
measurements.

We invite you to come meet us at our
stand during the Journées dentaires
internationales in May 2015 to find
out more about the new version 9 of
Progident/Clinique and Progident/
Finance.
To obtain information faster, contact a
Progident specialist at 1 800 650-0143.
Progident is a service of the ACDQ!

You can now add more text notes to
several teeth at the same time in order
to explain your diagnosis.
Time management in the age of
the Web
Want to simplify your employees’ time
management by letting them execute a
task whenever they are ready and from
anywhere? Progident/Finance’s electronic time sheet now gives you this
flexibility. Their time can be very securely managed from a Web browser.
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